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Gender voices in the classroom The engaged voice must never be fixed and absolute but always changing, always
evolving in a dialogue with a world beyond itself (bell hooks, 11 quoted in Cruddas, 62).
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She has worked in the United States, Britain and Canada. Recent research has considered the spread of the
research culture and its impact on academics in faculties of education; gender and academic leadership in
Australia, Britain and Canada; and the tenure process in Canadian universities. She has published extensively
on gender, class and education, social change and equality policy making. Her current research focuses on
gender values in relation to democracy and citizenship education, education for all and poverty alleviation, and
refugee education. Her recent publications include Closing the Gender Gap: Postwar Education and Social
Change, with M. Weiner Polity Press, ; Challenging Democracy: Dillabough, RoutledgeFalmer, ; Reproducing
Gender? She is a former secondary-school teacher of mathematics and has taught in diverse, London
inner-city comprehensive schools. Dr Boaler specializes in the impact of different mathematics teaching
approaches upon student understanding, achievement and equity. Her latest book, with Cathy Humphreys,
Connecting Mathematical Ideas, is a collection of video cases and accompanying lesson notes and analyses.
Angela Calabrese Barton, is an expert in urban science education, and feminism and science education. She
received her PhD in curriculum, teaching and educational policy from Michigan State University in Her
research focus is on educational policies, gender, research methodologies and indigenous knowledge systems.
She has co-authored the following books: Connell is past president of the Sociological Association of
Australia and New Zealand, and a contributor to journals in sociology, education, political science, gender
studies and related fields. Current research concerns gender equity, globalization and intellectuals, and social
theory on a world scale. She is well known for her work on gender and classroom research and her writing on
aspects of post-structuralist theory. Recent books include Gender in Japanese Preschools. Preschool Children
and Gender Hampton Press, He teaches sociology of education for the Higher Diploma in Education program,
as well as qualitative research methodologies for the postgraduate program. He currently researches and
publishes in the area of masculinities, bodies, boys and literacies, as well as research methodologies in the
postmodern condition. International Practices and Perspectives, and he is the author of the forthcoming book,
Gender Gravity and the Postmodern Push: She was the first woman to be president of BERA in Her historical
research has focused on the education of clever women, using structuralist perspectives, and is presented in
Knowledgable Women Her most recent book is Feminist Sociology She is currently doing an ethnography of
capoeira teaching in the UK. International Perspectives on Gender, Education and Citizenship She is also
co-editor with A. Her scholarly work has been concentrated in three interrelated areas of study. The first of
these areas could be broadly described as the sociology of education and social theory, particularly in relation
to critiques of democracy and the study of marginalized communities. The second area comprises the
socio-cultural analysis of youth, economic disadvantage and social exclusion in Canada and cross-nationally.
Her approach across the entire corpus of this work could be characterized as that of a cultural sociologist
specializing in microcultural sociological and qualitative approaches in the study of social inequality. Jo-Anne
has published widely in the sociology of education, and was the recipient of the National Doctoral Award in
Curriculum Studies for the most distinguished Canadian dissertation in that field. Her research and teaching lie
in the area of examinations and assessment. She has published widely on sexualities in educational settings.
Her research interests include the construction of social identities in education, [Page xvi]educational policy
and social exclusion, feminist theory, and gender and achievement. Her recent authored books include
Understanding Minority Ethnic Achievement: Becky has also co-edited several readers concerning issues of
theory and practice in gender and education. His research interests are in the areas of social justice; inequities
in health care; social accountability in health; feminist, post-structural and queer theory; and masculinities and
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sexualities. She has published extensively on the sociology of gender and the family, including Familiar
Exploitation: The Council for International Education Before coming to the West and starting her journey as a
social researcher, she was Dean of and teacher in the English department of a Chinese higher education
institution. She co-edited several textbooks on English teaching and English writing during that period.
Currently, her research interests include, inter alia, rural studies, gender studies, higher education, moral
education, the only-child generation, identity politics and youth studies. Glenda MacNaughton has worked in
the early childhood field for 30 years. Her years in early childhood have included work across all sectors as a
practitioner and a manager, and she has been a senior policy adviser to government in the UK and Australia.
Her most recently published book explored the politics of knowledge and activism in early childhood. She is
also deputy editor of Journal of Education Policy. She heads Leadership for Social Justice, a grass-roots group
pushing to put equity research into action. Her next book will be on educator activists. He has been
researching boys, masculinities and schooling for the past decade, and his work has been published in refereed
journals in Australia, the UK, Canada and the USA. He has published a range of books on boys, masculinities
and schooling, including What About the Boys?: Working with an emphasis on subjectivity, dominance,
culture and the everyday, his research focuses on gendered heterosexuality and the cultural pedagogies of
heterosexuality. Originally from California, she received a B. She has also studied in France and Brazil. Her
research focuses on several facets of the complex relationship between post-secondary education and social
inequality, including enquiries into the importance of institution type and field of study as critical sorting
mechanisms. Goyette , forthcoming in the Journal of Higher Education. Her research interests include the
intersection of gender, power and knowledge; the construction of identity, especially with regard to gender,
space and embodiment in and outside schooling; and the processes of curriculum negotiation. She regards
herself as a Foucaultian post-structuralist feminist in orientation and writes regularly on issues of research
methodology in this context. Her latest book, Being Boys, Being Girls: She is a sociologist working in the area
of education but is also interested in broader issues of the relationship between the self and society, the
affective and the material. Her priority has been to engage in research with a strong social justice agenda that
addresses social inequalities of all kinds. Her research has a strong theoretical focus, and she is particularly
interested in developing theorizations of social class and the ways in which it is mediated by gender and
ethnicity. Her most recent book, Degrees of Choice: Class, Race and Gender in Higher Education with Miriam
David and Stephen Ball, Trentham Books, , employs a Bourdieurian analysis to look at inequalities in access
and participation in higher education. Her current research, funded through the Social Sciences and
Humanities Research Council of Canada, focuses on femininity, class, ethnicity, and issues of aggression and
bullying in popular culture and schooling. Her publications in this area can be found in Feminism and
Psychology. Her research focuses on the intersections of race, gender, culture, class and spirituality in
psychosocial identity development. Multiple Identities in Counseling. Her current research projects include a
qualitative investigation of white mothers of non-white children, and resistance, coping and racial identity in
young Black women.
Chapter 3 : Black American Feminisms Bibliography: Education: Pedagogy & Philosophy
Gender and educational management / Charol Shakeshaft. "@en; schema:description " "The SAGE Handbook of
Gender and Education brings together leading scholars on gender and education to provide an up-to-date and
broad-ranging guide to the field. It is a comprehensive overview of different theoretical positions on equity issues in
schools.

Chapter 4 : Social Inequalities (Re)formed : Madeleine Arnot :
Profile. Madeleine Arnot is a Professor of Sociology of Education at Cambridge University. She is a Fellow of the
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Academy of Social Sciences, and a Professorial Fellow and Director of Studies (Education) at Jesus College.
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Books by Madeleine Arnot, Gender and the Politics of Schooling, Gender and education bibliography, Reproducing
gender?, Closing the Gender Gap, Consultation in the classroom, Educational reforms and gender equality in schools,
Social Inequalities (Re)formed, The Sociology Of Disability And Inclusive Education A Tribute To Len Barton.

Chapter 6 : SAGE Reference - Gender Voices in the Classroom
The SAGE Handbook of Gender and Education brings together leading scholars on gender and education to provide an
up-to-date and broad-ranging guide to the field. It is a comprehensive overview of different theoretical positions on
equity issues in schools.

Chapter 7 : Gender and Achievement - Education - Oxford Bibliographies
1 See Arnot, and for a de tailed analysis of the gender curriculum refo rm movement. EDUCATION FEMINISM women's
raised expectations and the exposed realities of sex discrimination in.

Chapter 8 : Madeleine Arnot | Open Library
Leading international gender researchers address current debates about gender, power, identity and culture and
concerns about boys' and girls' schooling, gender achievement patterns, the boys' education debate, and gender
relationships in the curriculum, the classroom and youth cultures.

Chapter 9 : Madeleine Arnot : Faculty of Education
AbstractPromoting gender respect is essential to the development of both sexes and to gender equality. This article
argues for the importance of moral education to support the struggle of girls and women to achieve respect within
unequal and complex gender power relations, especially in poverty contexts.
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